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Abstract
In computer communications, discrete data are first channel coded and then modulated into continuous signals for transmission
and reception. In a hard detection setting, only demodulated data are provided to the decoder. If soft information on received signal
quality is provided, its use can improve decoding accuracy. Incorporating it, however, typically comes at the expense of increased
algorithmic complexity. Here we introduce a mechanism to use binarized soft information in the Guessing Random Additive Noise
Decoding framework such that decoding accuracy is increased, but computational complexity is decreased. The principle envisages
a code-book-independent quantization of soft information where demodulated symbols are additionally indicated to be reliable or
unreliable. We introduce two algorithms that incorporate this information, one of which identifies a Maximum Likelihood (ML)
decoding and the other either reports an ML decoding or an error. Both are suitable for use with any block-code, and are capacity-
achieving. We determine error exponents and asymptotic complexity. They achieve higher rates with lower error probabilities
and less algorithmic complexity than their hard detection counterparts. As practical illustrations, we compare performance with
majority logic decoding of a Reed-Muller code, with Berlekamp-Massey decoding of a BCH code, and establish performance of
Random Linear Codes.
Index Terms
Channel coding; Soft detection; Symbol reliability; Maximum likelihood decoding; Capacity; Error exponents; Algorithmic
complexity; Reed-Muller codes; BCH codes; Random linear codes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Essentially all computer communications involve taking discrete data, channel coding them to add robustness to noise, and
then modulating those digital data into continuous signals suitable for transmission and reception. For example, Phase Shift
Keying (PSK) is a form of modulation that is used in almost all wireless communications systems. PSK encodes groups
of binary data into one of a finite set of phases of a continuous carrier signal for transmission, reception and ultimately
demodulation back into discrete data. In Binary PSK each modulated symbol encodes a bit, while in Quadrature PSK (QPSK)
each symbol encodes two bits, and in 8PSK each symbol encodes three bits. To avail of better channel conditions in practice,
not only is the code-book rate increased, but a modulation with a larger number of bits per modulated symbol is also employed.
Illustrations of QPSK and 8PSK are provided in Fig. 1. In QPSK, each pair of bits to be transmitted is modulated into
two phases of a continuous wave, marked by their real and imaginary components, while in 8PSK each triple of bits is
mapped to three phases. Between transmission and reception, noise can result in a perturbation such that the receiver observes
a distorted version of the input. With transmitted symbols indicated by the red dots, assuming all symbols are equally likely
to be transmitted and they are disturbed by independent additive Gaussian channel noise, the probability density of a received
signal being observed is indicated by the heat maps in Fig. 1 (a). Hard detection demodulation maps each received signal to
the nearest potentially-transmitted symbol. For QPSK and 8PSK, hard decoding corresponds to dividing the received space
into quadrants and octants, respectively, and mapping any received signal that falls in that region to the symbol contained
within it. One metric of confidence that a hard decoded symbol corresponds to the transmitted one is the minimum Likelihood
Ratio (LR) that a received signal was observed given the hard detection symbol was transmitted as compared with each other
possibly transmitted symbol. The resulting LR surface is depicted in Fig. 1 (b), where, by this measure, one is confident in a
hard decoded symbol if the received signal is distant from the boundary between hard-decoding regions.
Hard detection decoders infer transmitted code-words based solely on that demodulated output, while soft detection decoders
attempt to make further use of the received signal to better inform their decoding. Incorporating soft detection information
results in improved accuracy, but typically at the cost of increased computational complexity in the decoding process, as
discussed further in Sec. IV, Related Work. In the present paper, we identify a means of availing of soft detection information
within the recently introduced hard-detection Guessing Random Additive Noise Decoding (GRAND) framework [1], [2] that
results in increased accuracy of decoding with, crucially, reduced computational complexity.
These results were presented in part at ITA 2019, and in part at the 2019 International Symposium on Information Theory, Paris, France.
In this article lower case letters correspond to realizations of upper-case random variables or their normalized limits, apart from for noise where z is used
as n denotes the code block-length. Logs are taken base |A| throughout, and we assume that 0 ∈ A corresponds to no noise.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) and 8 Phase Shift Keying (8PSK) subject to uncorrelated bivariate additive white Gaussian
channel noise. The four left hand panels correspond to QPSK, and the four right to 8PSK. In QPSK, each pair of bits is coded into one of four symbols,
indicated by the red dots, while in 8PSK each triple of bits is coded into one of eight symbols. QPSK (a) and 8PSK (a) display heat maps of the probability
density that the received signal is at a given location. When hard detection is employed, received signals are demodulated to the symbol in the quadrant or
octant where the received signal is measured and that is provided to the decoder. QPSK (b) and 8PSK (b) show the the minimum Likelihood Ratio (LR)
between each hard detection symbol and all others as heat maps, providing a measure of confidence in the hard decoding. QPSK (c) and 8PSK (c) displays
a mask of the LR surfaces in (b) where within the hatched area the LR is greater than a threshold, and in the yellow area it is less than the threshold. In the
soft detection symbol reliability quantization envisaged in this paper, symbols received in the masked region are demodulated but are also marked as being
uncertain. QPSK (d) and 8PSK (d) provides heat map views of the probability density function of a received signal, conditioned on it being observed in the
masked area of uncertainty.
Instead of solely reporting the hard detection output, we envisage a further code-book independent quantization of the
received signal into a symbol reliability indicator that separates reliably received symbols from unreliable ones. The principle
behind the approach is illustrated in Fig. 1 (c) where a thresholding of the LR results in a masked region such that if a signal
is received within that region, the hard detection demodulated symbol is flagged as being unreliable. The probability density
of receiving a signal conditional on being in the masked region is shown in Fig. 1 (d). Thus the uncertainty region serves as
a mask that labels received symbols whose values are questionable, enabling the decoder to focus on them. This quantized
soft detection symbol reliability information is similar in spirit to how soft information is generated for use within Chase
decoding [3], [4]. The key distinction, however, is that Chase decoding is code-book centric and uses the resulting symbol
reliability information to, in effect, consider alternate code-books, resulting in significant additional algorithmic complexity.
As the GRAND approach is is code-book independent and noise-centric, we establish that we can incorporate the symbol
reliability information in a way that results in reduced complexity.
Our mathematical abstraction of this symbol reliability model assumes that symbols received from the channel have been
accurately indicated to be error free or to have possibly been subjected to independent additive random noise. In practice, this
corresponds to a situation where soft information such as instantaneous Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratios (SINR) has
been thresholded, as described above, so as to provide false negatives with a sufficient small likelihood that poor masking does
not dominate the block error probability. In effect, this symbol reliability information is a codebook-independent quantization
of soft information [5]. Here we determine the gain in capacity, reduction in block error rate, and decrease in complexity
that can be obtained by leveraging this symbol reliability information within the GRAND approach. The desirable features of
GRAND stem from its focus on the noise rather than on the code-book as transmissions that are subject to light noise are
quickly decoded, irrespective of the code-book construction or its rate, and these properties are preserved as we incorporate
the symbol reliability information. We illustrate the gains to be obtained by considering a worked mathematical model, and
simulated performance evaluation with Reed-Muller (RM), Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) and Random Linear Codes
(RLCs).
II. GUESSING RANDOM ADDITIVE NOISE DECODING
Consider a hard-detection channel with inputs, Xn, and outputs, Y n, consisting of blocks of n symbols from a finite alphabet
A= {0, . . . , |A|−1}. Assume that channel input is altered by random noise, Nn, that is independent of the channel input and
also takes values in An. Assume that the function, ⊕, describing the channel’s action,
Y n = Xn⊕Nn, (1)
3is invertible so that knowing the output and input the noise can be recovered:
Nn = Y n	Xn. (2)
In this hard detection setting, for each transmission the receiver is solely provided with the discrete channel output Y n,
Regardless of how the code-book is constructed, assuming code-words are selected uniformly at random, to implement
Maximum-Likelihood (ML) decoding, the sender and receiver first share a code-book Cn = {cn,1, . . . ,cn,Mn} consisting of
Mn elements of An. For a given channel output yn, denote the conditional probability of the received sequence given the
transmitted code-word was cn,i by pY n|Cn(yn|cn,i) = P(Nn = yn	cn,i) for i ∈ {1, . . . ,Mn}. The ML decoding is then an element
of the code-book that has the highest conditional likelihood of transmission given what was received:
cn,∗ ∈ argmax{pY n|Cn(yn|cn,i) : cn,i ∈ Cn} . (3)
For hard detection, the principle underlying the algorithms in [1], [2] is to focus on identifying the noise that was experienced
in the channel rather than directly trying to identify the transmitted code-word. The receiver achieves this by first rank-ordering
noise sequences from most likely to least likely, breaking ties arbitrarily. In that order, the decoder sequentially queries whether
the sequence that remains when the putative noise is removed from the received signal is an element of the code-book. The
first instance where the answer is in the affirmative is the decoded element. To see that this algorithm, GRAND, corresponds
to ML decoding for channels described in equations (1) and (2) irrespective of how the code-book is constructed, note that
owing to the definition of cn,∗ in equation (3),
pY n|Cn(yn|cn,∗) = P(Nn = yn	 cn,∗)≥ P(Nn = yn	 cn,i) for all cn,i ∈ Cn
and so by sequentially subtracting noise sequences from the received sequence in order from the most likely to least likely
and querying if it is in the code-book, the first identified element is a ML decoding. GRAND can be thought of as a guessing
race where the querying process is halted either with success on identifying the true noise, and hence the transmitted code-
word, or with an error on identifying a non-transmitted element of the code-book [2]. The second algorithm considered in
[2], GRANDAB (GRAND with ABandonment), follows the same procedure as GRAND, but abandons noise guessing and
declares an error if more than |A|n(H+δ ) queries have been made, where H is the Shannon entropy rate of the noise and δ > 0
is arbitrary. If more than |A|n(H+δ ) queries are needed to identify a ML decoding, then the noise has been sufficiently unusual
that, in query number terms, it is beyond the Shannon typical set. As a result, the block-error rate cost of abandoning is
asymptotically negligible and, moreover, the conditional likelihood that a ML decoding is in error increases as the number of
queries made before identification of a code-book element increases so that one is abandoning the identification of what would
be less certain decodings anyway.
In the hard detection setting, in [2] it is proven that GRAND and GRANDAB are capacity-achieving when used with random
code-books. Owing to the abandonment, however, GRANDAB has an a priori upper-bound on its complexity in terms of the
number of queries made before it completes by returning a proposed decoding or declaring an error.
III. SYMBOL RELIABILITY GUESSING RANDOM ADDITIVE NOISE DECODING
The contribution of the current article is to identify how to incorporate symbol reliability information into the GRAND
approach, and the determination of the gains in performance that come from it. We assume that, as well as being in receipt of
a channel output, Y n, the receiver is provided with a vector of symbol reliability information, Sn taking values in {0,1}n where
a 0 truthfully indicates a symbol has not been subject to noise while a 1 indicates it may have been. This model is similar
in spirit to the well-known Gilbert-Elliott model [6], [7], although our results will hold for channel state process {Sn} that
have more involved correlation structures than Markovian. The core idea is that the vector Sn be used as a mask that separates
symbols that require guessing from those that do not. Using symbol reliability information in this way results in increased
capacity, reduced block error probability, and decreased complexity.
The adaptation of this noise guessing principle to the symbol reliability setting results in a ML decoder, SRGRAND that
proceeds as follows:
• Given channel output yn and symbol reliability information sn, initialize i= 1, set the non-noise-impacted symbol locations
of guessed noise sequence zn to 0 and set the masked potentially noise-impacted locations zn to be the most likely noise
sequence of length ln = ∑i sni .
• While xn = yn	 zn /∈ Cn, increase i by 1 and change the masked potentially noise-impacted symbols zn to be the next
most likely noise sequence of length ln.
• The xn that results from this while loop is the decoded element.
Based on the same logic as given for the hard decoding algorithm, this procedure identifies a ML decoding in this setting,
but, depending on sn, it will have performed fewer queries and the output element is more likely to be the transmitted one,
owing to the targeted nature of the querying. While SRGRAND always returns an element of the code-book that is a ML
decoding, the version with abandonment, SRGRANDAB, either provides a ML decoding or returns an error. Several distinct
4abandonment thresholds, which can be used in combination, that result in reduced complexity without impacting capacity are
possible. We comment on two other possibilities in Section VIII, and prove results for one representative rule:
• With Ln = ∑Sn being the random number of potentially noise-impacted symbols, assuming it exists, let limn E(Ln/n) =
µL > 0 be the long run average proportion of potentially noise-impacted symbols. SRGRANDAB proceeds as SRGRAND,
but abandons and declares an error without providing an element of the code-book if more than |A|n(µLH+δ ) queries are
made, where H is the Shannon entropy of the noise for a potentially noise-impacted symbol, and δ > 0 is arbitrary.
This is similar to the GRANDAB abandonment rule, but where enough queries are made to cover the typical set of the average
number of potentially noise-impacted symbols.
In the remainder of the paper we establish that SRGRAND and SRGRANDAB are capacity achieving when used with
random code-books and uniform sources. In addition, we provide error exponents for random code-books as a function of
code-book rate and determine algorithmic complexity in terms of the number of noise-guessing queries made until an element of
the code-book is found. In Section VI we present a worked example of the schemes for a Symbol Reliability Binary Symmetric
Channel, which is the simplest circumstance where soft and hard detection channels can be directly compared. In Section
VII we provide an empirical comparison for RM codes with majority logic decoding and BCH codes with Berlekamp-Massey
(BM) decoding. We also illustrate a new possibly afforded by having a universal decoder by establishing that RLCs provide
comparable block error performance to those structured codes.
IV. RELATED WORK
While quantification of symbol reliability is separate from the decoding process, it serves as an input to it. Availing of
symbol reliability information to inform more accurate decoding has been considered since early on in the history of decoding
of block codes with, for example, Wagner codes and their multiple-error extensions by Silverman and Balser [8], [9], which
were later expanded and generalized to different types of soft information [10], [11], and notably in soft information Chase
decoding [3], which we shall revisit later.
The more general use of soft input decoding, where the soft information is real valued, was studied for block and lattice codes
in [12]. An extensive overview of the history and subsequent developments in decoding of block codes with soft information
until the end of the 1980s can be found in [13]. The field has remained an active one, with many developments for block
codes [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], including some providing maximum-likelihood decoding [21]. Incorporation of
soft information in decoding convolutional codes has seen a development that broadly parallels those found for algebraic block
codes [22], [23], [24], [25], [26].
Further developments to incorporating soft information in decoding stemmed from the work of Guruswami and Sudan [27]
on efficient algebraic means of performing list decoding on Reed-Solomon codes. In particular, in the early 2000s, the Ko¨tter-
Vardy approach to soft decoding of algebraic codes [28], which relied on the concept of list decoding, provided a new approach
and resulted in considerable follow-on work [29], [30], [31], [32].
The aspects of earlier work that make explicit use of the structure of the code are not relevant to the code-book-independent,
noise-centric approach considered here. In SRGRAND, each candidate decoded word is merely queried as to whether it is in
the codebook. While that verification step may entail algebraic computation, say by checking parity check bits, the code-book
remains unchanged and is essentially external to the process of guessing code-book membership.
The germane aspects of the inclusion of soft information in prior work instead relates to its conversion to symbol reliability
information. Chase decoding, for instance, first applies a thresholding to categorize bits as reliable or unreliable. Its decoding
then entails exhaustively flipping the least reliable bits, or symbols in the case of non-binary codes, leading to test patterns.
Each of these test patterns is then applied to the code, and for each of these patterns a hard decision decoder, say an
algebraic, distance-based, decoder is applied. In effect each test vector leads to a different realization of the code-book, with
a different syndrome or error locator polynomial, from which decoding derives [33]. In its original form, Chase decoding
incurs the complexity of performing hard decoding multiplied by a factor that is exponential in the number of unreliable bits.
Improvements to this approach make use of the stochastic nature of errors to enhance performance [34], [35], [36], [37], [38],
[4], but with improvement of the order of halving, on average, the number of operations. A thorough overview of Chase
decoding for BCH and Reed-Solomon codes, and of the recent developments in incorporating soft information in decoding, is
provided in [4].
As is used in Chase decoding, we threshold to segregate bits or symbols into reliable and unreliable, but for each test pattern
of unreliable symbols we do not seek to perform decoding, only to verify codebook pertainance after subtraction of the test
pattern from the received signal. Moreover, since SRGRAND explores the unreliable symbol sequences in order of decreasing
likelihood, it stops at the first occasion where a valid codeword is found, giving the ML decoding for the unreliability masking
thresholding that was used. We remark that as, SRGRAND uses the thresholded soft information in a different manner than
in Chase decoding, in general the threshold design will itself differ.
For the mathematical analysis of SRGRAND and SRGRANDAB, we leverage results for Massey’s guesswork [39]. For an
ever increasing generality of sources from i.i.d. to Markovian and beyond, it has been established that moments of guesswork
scale in terms of their Re´nyi entropy rates [40], [41], [42]. In [43] Arikan leveraged those results to determine large deviation
5bounds for conditional probability rank, with the full Large Deviation Principle (LDP) for guesswork proven in [44]. Here
we leverage the LDP for subordinated guesswork [45], which was established for an entirely different purpose, to analyse
a wiretap model. Developing results from that starting point allows us to identify error exponents and determine asymptotic
algorithmic complexity of the decoders.
We comment that the Related Work discussion in [2] is also relevant to the present article. In particular, the background
regarding guesswork [46], [47] and its relation [40] to sequential decoding [48], [49], [50], and the complexity of achieving the
cut-off rate [48], [51], [52], [53], [54], [55], [56], [40], [57], [58], [59], as well as the explanation of the distinction between
the abandonment criterion of GRANDAB and reduced state sequence estimation (RSSE) and cognate approaches that limit the
search space [60], [61], [62], [63], [64], [65], [66], [67]. The algorithms in the present article, and their analysis, go further
than those in [2] by their inclusion of symbol reliability information to yield significant complexity and rate improvements.
V. ANALYSIS
As in [2], for the analysis of SRGRAND and SRGRANDAB we exploit the fact that the algorithm is a race between
sequential queries either identifying the noise in the channel, which results in a correct decoding, or accidentally encountering
a non-transmitted element of the code-book, which results in an error. The difference here is that the decoder is faster and more
precise because it only asks questions of the sub-string that has been potentially impacted by noise. While the mathematical
analysis is more involved, the results obtained are, possibly surprisingly, as clean as in the hard detection setting.
To analyze the algorithm, we recall notions of guesswork [39], [40]. Given the receiver is told that n symbols have been
potentially impacted by noise, it creates a list of noise sequences, G : An 7→ {1, . . . , |A|n}, ordered from most likely to least
likely, with ties broken arbitrarily:
G(zn,i)≤ G(zn, j) iff P(Nn = zn,i)≥ P(Nn = zn, j). (4)
For example, if the channel were binary, A= {0,1}, and noise was Bernoulli for some p < 0.5, then the guesswork order is the
the string of all zeros, followed by each of the strings with a single one in any order, followed by each of the strings with two
ones in any order, and so forth. For independent and identically distributed noise on more general alphabets, it has recently
been established that the family of measures that share the same guesswork order are described by a simple exponential family
[68].
Assumption 1 (Noise distribution). When noise occurs, it is independent and identically distributed as N1 where P(N1 = i) =
pN|S(i|1) = P(N = i|S = 1) for i ∈ A.
Under assumption 1, if one must guess the entire noise string of length n, Arikan [40] first established how the non-negative
moments of guesswork, E(G(Nn)α) for α > 0, scale in n in terms of Re´nyi entropies. Building on those and subsequent results
that treated negative moments, [42] for α >−1 and [44] for α ≤−1, and more general noise sources, it was established that
the logarithm of guesswork satisfies a LDP [44]. The LDP provides estimates on the distribution of the number of queries
required to correctly identify a noise-string and was used as the basis to analyze one half of the decoding race in the hard
detection setting [1], [2].
Proposition 1 (Guesswork Moments and Large Deviation Principle [40], [42], [44]). Under assumption 1, if Sn = 1n so that
all received symbols are potentially impacted by noise and are distributed as N1, the scaled Cumulant Generating Function
(sCGF) of {n−1 logG(Nn)} exists:
ΛN(α) = lim
n→∞
1
n
logE(G(Nn)α |Sn = 1n) = lim
n→∞
1
n
logE(G(Nn1 )
α) =
{
αH1/(1+α) if α >−1
−Hmin if α ≤−1,
(5)
where Hα is the Re´nyi entropy of a single noise element, N1, with parameter α
Hα =
1
1−α log
(
∑
i∈A
pN|S(i|1)α
)
, H1 = H =−∑
i∈A
pN|S(i|1) log pN|S(i|1), and Hmin =−max
i∈A
log pN|S(i|1)
Moreover, given Sn = 1n, the process {n−1 logG(Nn)} satisfies a LDP (e.g. [69]) with convex rate-function
IN(x) = sup
α∈R
(xα−ΛN(α)), (6)
where IN(0) = Hmin and IN(H) = 0.
Setting α = 1 in equation (5), as Arikan originally did in his investigation of sequential decoding, establishes that the
expected guesswork grows exponentially in n with growth rate H1/2, the Re´nyi entropy of the noise with parameter 1/2, which
is greater than the Shannon entropy, H. That the zero of the rate-function in equation (6) occurs at the Shannon entropy of
the noise ensures, however, that the majority of the probability is accumulated by making queries up to and including the
Shannon typical set. The apparent discrepancy in these two facts occurs because the guesswork distribution has a long tail that
6dominates its average. As that tail has little probability, however, it does not impact the code-book rates that are achievable
with GRAND, and its negative impact on complexity can be ameliorated by abandoning guessing after a set number of queries,
as is exploited in the design of GRANDAB.
In the symbol reliability setting, for a transmitted block of length n, it is not necessary to guess a noise-string of length n.
Instead, one must guess a random number of symbols corresponding to those that are potentially noise-impacted. To that end,
we have the following assumption on the number of potentially noise-impacted symbols per transmission.
Assumption 2 (Number of potentially noise-impacted symbols). With Ln = ∑ni=1 Sni being the number of potentially noise-
impacted symbols in a block of length n, the proportion of them, {Ln/n}, satisfies a LDP with a strictly convex rate-function
IL : R 7→ [0,∞] such that IL(l) = ∞ if l /∈ [0,1] and IL(µL) = 0, where limn E(Ln/n) = µL > 0. Define the sCGF for α ∈ R to
be
ΛL(α) = lim
n→∞
1
n
logE
(
|A|αLn
)
= sup
l∈[0,1]
(
αx− IL(l)) ,
which exists in the extended reals due to Varadhan’s Lemma (e.g. [69][Theorem 4.3.1]).
Roughly speaking, Assumption 2, which is true for a broad class of process {Sn} including i.i.d., Markov and general mixing,
e.g. [69], says that the probability that the number of symbols that are potentially noise impacted is nl decays exponentially
in n with a rate, IL(l), that is positive unless l is the mean µL, i.e. P(Ln ≈ nl)≈ |A|−nIL(l).
With some abuse of notation for Shannon entropy, under Assumptions 1 and 2, the soft decoding channel’s capacity is upper
bounded by
CSym. Reliability ≤ limsup
n→∞
1
n
sup I(Xn;(Y n,Sn))≤ 1− limsup
n→∞
1
n
H
(
NL
n
1
)
= 1− limsup
n→∞
E(Ln)
n
H(N1)
= 1−µLh(pN|S(·|1)), (7)
where h
(
pN|S(·|1)
)
= −∑i∈A pN|S(i|1) log pN|S(i|1) is the Shannon entropy of pN|S(·|1), we have upper-bounded the entropy
of the input by its maximum, 1, and we have used the fact that the channel is invertible (i.e. equation (2)). Through the
construction of SRGRAND and SRGRANDAB, we will show that CSym. Reliability is attainable.
Under Assumptions 1 and 2, in a distinct context and for a distinct purpose, it was established in [45] that with a random
number of characters to be guessed one has the following LDP.
Proposition 2 (LDP for guessing subordinated noise [45]). Under assumptions 1 and 2, the joint subordinated guesswork and
length process {(1/n logG(NLn1 ),Ln/n)} satisfies a LDP with the jointly convex rate-function
IN,L(g, l) = lIN
(g
l
)
+ IL(l), (8)
where IN is the guesswork rate-function defined in equation (6) and IL is the length rate-function defined in Assumption 2. Note
that IN,L(H,µL) = 0, where H is Shannon entropy of a noise-impacted symbol and µL is the average number of potentially
noise-impacted symbols.
The subordinated guesswork process {1/n logG(NLn1 )} alone satisfies a LDP with the convex rate function
IN
L
(g) = inf
l∈[0,1]
(
lIN
(g
l
)
+ IL(l)
)
, (9)
where IN
L
(µLH) = IN,L(H,µL) = 0.
The sCGF for {1/n logG(NLn1 )}, the Legendre-Fenchel transform of IN
L
, is given by the composition of the sCGF for the
length with the sCGF for the guesswork of non-subordinated noise
ΛN
L
(α) = lim
n→∞
1
n
logE
(
G
(
NL
n
1
)α)
= ΛL(ΛN(α)) = sup
g
(
gα− INL(g)
)
for α ∈ R. (10)
In particular, the average number of queries to required to identify subordinated noise is given by
ΛN
L
(1) = lim
n→∞
1
n
logE
(
G
(
NL
n
1
))
= ΛL(H1/2), (11)
where H1/2 is the Re´nyi entropy of the noise with parameter 1/2.
Roughly speaking, the joint LDP indicates that for large n
P
((
1
n
logG
(
NL
n
1
)
,
Ln
n
)
≈ (g, l)
)
≈ |A|−nIN,L(g,l),
and IN,L(g, l) in equation (8) can be interpreted as follows: if the number of potentially noise-impacted symbols is Ln ≈ nl,
which is exponentially unlikely with rate IL(l), then having the logarithm of the subordinated guesswork be logG
(
NL
n
1
)≈ ng
7has essentially the same likelihood as logG
(
Nln1
)≈ ng, which has rate lIN(g/l) as a total deviation of g must be accrued over
a smaller proportion of potentially noise-impacted symbols. The unconditioned LDP follows from the large deviations mantra
that rare events occur in the most likely way, so that the rate-function IN
L
is determined from the proportion of potentially
noise-impacted symbols that gives the smallest decay rate for the probability.
Results on the subordinated guesswork process {1/n logG(NLn1 )} governed by the rate-function in equation (9) are sufficient
to enable us to prove a Channel Coding Theorem for the symbol reliability channel. Finer-grained results on error exponents
that depend on the proportion of symbols that were noise-impacted, however, follow from the LDP for the joint subordinated
guesswork and length process {(1/n logG(NLn1 ),Ln/n)} governed by the rate-function given in equation (8).
We note that ΛL is a convex function whose derivative at the origin is µL, the mean number of potentially noise-impacted
symbols, so that ΛL(H1/2) ≥ µLH1/2. Hence, from equation (11), the average number of queries until the true channel-noise
is identified grows exponentially in n at a potentially larger rate than the guesswork required for the average proportion of
potentially noise-impacted symbols. Despite that, the zero of the rate-function in equation (9) occurs at µLH, so that the majority
of the likelihood of identifying the true subordinated noise occurs by the Shannon entropy of the typical set of average number
of potentially noise-impacted symbols. Thus, while stochastic fluctuations in the number of potentially noise-impacted symbols
has relevance to complexity and error exponents, that variability has no impact on capacity. Akin to GRANDAB, without loss
of capacity, the negative impact on complexity can be ameliorated by abandoning guessing after a suitable number of queries.
To mathematically characterize the number of queries made until a non-transmitted element of the code-book is identified,
which is the second part of the guesswork decoding race, we assume that the code-book is created uniformly at random, while
in Section VII we provide empirical results for RM, BCH and RLCs. For uniformly distributed code-books, the location of
each of these elements in the guessing order of a received transmission is itself uniform in {1, . . . , |A|n}. As a result, the
distribution of the number of guesses until any non-transmitted element of the code-book is hit upon is distributed as the
minimum of Mn such uniform random variables. We can, therefore, directly use the following result from [1], [2].
Proposition 3 (LDP for Guessing a Non-transmitted Code-word [1], [2]). Assume that Mn = b|A|nRc for some R > 0, and
that Un,1, . . . ,Un,Mn are independent random variables, each uniformly distributed in {1, . . . , |A|n}. Defining Un = mini Un,i,
{1/n logUn} satisfies a LDP with the lower semi-continuous rate-function
IU (u) =
{
1−R−u if u ∈ [0,1−R]
+∞ otherwise
(12)
and
lim
n→∞
1
n
logE(Un) = 1−R.
A graphical representation of the rate-functions that determine the asymptotic likelihoods of outcomes of this guessing race
can be found in Fig. 2. When all symbols are subject to noise, as in [1], [2], the channel is within capacity so long as the
zero of the rate-function for guessing noise, which occurs at the Shannon entropy rate of the noise H, is smaller than the zero
of the rate-function for identifying a non-transmitted code-word, which occurs at 1−R, where R is the normalized code-book
rate. As in all likelihood the correct decoding is identified after fewer queries than an incorrect element of the code-book
would be identified, the algorithm experiences concentration onto correct decodings, which leads to the proof of the classical
hard detection Channel Coding Theorem, R < 1−H, in [1], [2]. In the present paper, the zero of the rate function for the
subordinated noise-guessing occurs at µLH, the average number of potentially noise-impacted symbols times the Shannon
entropy of the noise. So long as µLH is smaller than 1−R, noise-guessing concentrates on identifying correct decodings
before erroneous ones, leading to the Symbol Reliability Channel Coding Theorem, proved below, where any R < 1−µLH is
achievable.
While we determine overall error exponents, the additional information of the proportion of potentially noise-impacted
symbols is available to the receiver and so it is reasonable to consider error exponents subject to its knowledge. In particular,
define
εL(R, l) =− lim
δ↓0
lim
n→∞
1
n
logP
(
Ln
n
∈ (l−δ , l+δ ),Un ≤ G
(
NL
n
1
))
(13)
to be the probability exponent that the proportion of potentially noise-impacted symbols is l, and that there is an error, as the
number of queries required to identify a non-transmitted code-word is smaller than the number of queries required to identify
the true noise. We characterize these error exponents in terms of the code-book rate R and the rate-function IN,L given in
equation (8).
Theorem 1 (Symbol Reliability Channel Coding Theorem). Assuming the code-book rate is less than the capacity, R< 1−µLH,
under Assumptions 1 and 2, and those of Proposition 3, with IU defined in equation (12), IN,L defined in equation (8), and
IN
L
in equation (9), we have the following results for SRGRAND and SRGRANDAB.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the probabilistic guesswork decoding race. Example: binary alphabet, A = {0,1}, with a randomly constructed code-book of rate R,
where bits are independently impact by noise with probability q whereupon the channel is a BSC with probability p. With p = 0.05 and code-book rate
R = 0.6, the plot shows the large deviations rate function for: incorrectly identifying a non-transmitted element of the code-book, IU (x); guessing the true
noise if q= 1 and all bits are potentially noise-impacted, IN(x); with q= 0.4, guessing the true noise if a random set of locations are declared to be potentially
noise-impacted, IN
L
(x); With x being the value on the x-axis, when 2nx noise guesses are made the likelihood of success for each of these three racing
elements is approximately 2−n infy<x I(y) for the relevant rate function, I(y).
The probability that the SRGRAND identified ML decoding is not the transmitted code-word decays exponentially in the
block length, n,
lim
n→∞
1
n
logP
(
Un ≤ G
(
NL
n
1
))
=− inf
u∈[µLH,1−R]
{IU (u)+ INL(u)}< 0. (14)
If, in addition, g∗ exists such that
d
dg
IN(g)|g=g∗ = 1, (15)
which is analogous to one minus Gallager’s critical rate, then the joint error exponent, defined in equation (13), subject to a
given proportion of potentially noise-impacted symbols satisfies
εL(R, l) =

IL(l)+1−R− lH1/2 if R ∈ (0,1− lg∗]
IL(l)+ lIN
(
1−R
l
)
if R ∈ [1− lg∗,1− lH]
IL(l) if R ∈ (1− lH,1].
(16)
Recalling H1/2 is the Re´nyi entropy of the noise with parameter 1/2, the unconditioned SRGRAND error rate simplifies to
ε(R) = inf
l∈[0,1]
εL(R, l) =− lim
n→∞
1
n
logP
(
Un ≤ G
(
NL
n
1
))
=

1−R−ΛL(H1/2) if R ∈ (0,1−µLg∗)
IN
L
(1−R) if R ∈ [1−µLg∗,1−µLH)
0 if R ∈ (1−µLH,1].
(17)
With δ > 0, abandoning guessing if |A|n(µLH+δ ) queries have been made without identifying an element of the code-book,
the SRGRANDAB error rate is also negative,
lim
n→∞
1
n
logP
({
Un ≤ G(NLn1 )
}
∪
{
G(NL
n
1 )≥ |A|n(µ
LH+δ )
})
=−min
(
inf
u∈[µLH,1−R]
{IU (u)+ INL(u)}, INL(µLH +δ )
)
< 0. (18)
9If, in addition, g∗ defined in equation (15) exists then the expression simplifies to
εAB(R) = min
(
ε(R), IN
L
(H +δ )
)
< 0 (19)
where ε(R) is the ML decoding error rate in equation (17).
Proof. As {Un} is independent of {(G(NLn1 ),Ln)}, we have that
{(
n−1 logUn,n−1 logG(NLn1 ),L
n/n
)}
satisfies an LDP with
rate-function IU (u)+ IN,L(g, l). Noting the equivalence of the following two events,{
Un ≤ G
(
NL
n
1
)}
=
{
1
n
log
(
Un/G
(
NL
n
1
))
≤ 0
}
.
by the contraction principle (e.g. [69][Theorem 4.2.1]) with the continuous function f (u,g, l) = (u−g, l), the process{(
1
n
log
(
Un/G
(
NL
n
1
))
,
Ln
n
)}
satisfies a LDP with rate-function infu∈[0,1−R]
{
IU (u)+ IN,L (u− x, l)}.
Consider εL(R, l) defined in equation (16), where the limits exist as the rate-functions are convex and so continuous on the
interior of where they are finite,
εL(R, l) =− lim
δ↓0
lim
n→∞
1
n
logP
(
1
n
log
(
Un/G
(
NL
n
1
))
≤ 0, L
n
n
∈ (l−δ , l+δ )
)
= inf
x≤0
inf
u∈[0,1−R]
{
IU (u)+ IN,L (u− x, l)}= inf
u∈[0,1−R]
{
IU (u)+ inf
g≥u lI
N
(g
l
)}
+ IL(l).
This final expression essentially encapsulates that the error exponent is the exponent for the likelihood that the proportion of
potentially noise-impacted symbols is l, plus the smallest exponent (corresponding to the most likely event) for the minimum
of the scaled uniforms being at u, while the scaled sub-ordinated guesswork occurs at any value g at least as large as u.
For u ∈ [0,1−R], IU (u) = 1−R−u is linearly decreasing, while lIN(g/l) is convex in g with minimum, zero, at g = lH.
Thus if R≥ 1− lH, setting u= 1−R and g= lH, εL(R, l) = IL(l). If, alternatively, R< 1− lH, then as both IU (u) and lIN(g/l),
as a function of g, are strictly decreasing on [0, lH], we have
inf
u∈[0,1−R]
{
IU (u)+ inf
g≥u lI
N
(g
l
)}
= inf
u∈[lH,1−R]
{
1−R−u+ lIN
(u
l
)}
,
which is strictly positive as IU is strictly decreasing to 0 on [lH,1−R] while lIN(u/l) is strictly increasing in u on the same
range. Assuming g∗ defined in equation (15), exists, as IU is decreasing at rate 1 and
d
dg
lIN
(g
l
)
|g=lg∗ = 1,
then if lg∗ ≤ 1−R, i.e. if R≤ 1− lg∗,
inf
u∈[lH,1−R]
{
1−R−u+ lIN
(u
l
)}
= 1−R− lg∗+ lIN
(
lg∗
l
)
= 1−R− lg∗+ lIN (g∗) = 1−R− lH1/2,
as IN(g∗) = g∗−H1/2. If, instead, lg∗ ≥ 1−R, then the infimum occurs at u = 1−R and
inf
u∈[lH,1−R]
{
1−R−u+ lIN
(u
l
)}
= lIN
(
1−R
l
)
if R ∈ [1− lg∗,1− lH].
Thus the expression in (16) follows.
The unconditional error exponent, ε(R) in equation (17), is obtained from that in (16) by the contraction principle, projecting
out Ln/n, giving ε(R) = infl∈[0,1] εL(R, l). If R≥ 1−µLH, then ε(R) = εL(R,µL) = 0. If R ∈ [1− lg∗,1− lH], then
ε(R) = inf
l
{
IL(l)+ lIN
(
1−R
l
)}
= IN
L
(1−R).
Finally, if R ∈ (0,1− l], then
ε(R) = inf
l
{
IL(l)+1−R− lH1/2
}
= (1−R)− inf
l
{
lH1/2− IL(l)
}
= 1−R−ΛL(H1/2),
inverting the Legendre-Fenchel transform in the last step.
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To determine the error exponent of SRGRANDAB, by the Principle of the Largest Term [69, Lemma 1.2.15] it suffices to
consider only the smallest of the two exponential rates in equation (18). The first term is the error rate for GRAND. second
term is the exponent of the probability of error due to abandonment of guessing. For it, note that
P
(
G(NL
n
1 )≥ |A|n(µ
LH+δ )
)
= P
(
1
n
logG(NL
n
1 )≥ µLH +δ
)
and the result follows from the LDP as IN
L
(x) is convex and increasing for x > µLH.
The error exponent for the ML decoding with symbol reliability information via SRGRAND, εL(R, l) in (16), has the
following interpretation: the exponent for the likelihood that the proportion of potentially noise-impacted symbols, Ln/n, is
approximately l, is IL(l). With this occurring, the error-exponent is the same as in a channel where only a proportion l of the
transmitted symbols are subject to noise, e.g. [2]. The unconditional equivalent, ε(R) in equation (17) identifies the most likely
proportion of noise-impacted symbols that are likely to give rise to an error for a given code-book rate. For SRGRANDAB,
an error occurs either if the identified ML decoding is in error or if abandonment occurs. Whichever of these two events is
more likely, dominates in the limit.
Combining Propositions 2 and 3 in a distinct way enables us to determine the asymptotic complexity of the SRGRAND
and SRGRANDAB in terms of the number of queries until an decoding, correct or incorrect, is identified:
Dn := min
(
G
(
NL
n
)
,Un
)
. (20)
That is, the algorithm terminates at either identification of the noise that was in the channel or when a non-transmitted element
of the code-book is unintentionally identified, whichever occurs first. On the scale of large deviations, if the code-book is within
capacity, R < 1− µLH, then it will become apparent that the sole impact of the code-book is to curtail excessive guessing
when unusual noise occurs. The number of guesses SRGRANDAB makes until terminating is
DnAB := min
(
G
(
NL
n
)
,Un, |A|n(µLH+δ )
)
, (21)
The final term corresponds to the abandonment threshold that curtails guessing shortly after querying the Shannon typical set
for an average number of potentially noise impacted symbols.
Theorem 2 (Complexity of SRGRAND and SRGRANDAB). If R < 1− µLH, under Assumptions 1 and 2, and those of
Proposition 3, the rescaled complexity of SRGRAND, {1/n logDn}, satisfies the LDP with a convex convex rate-function
ID(d) =
{
IN
L
(d) if d ∈ [0,1−R]
+∞ if d > 1−R (22)
and the expected number of guesses until a ML decoding is found by SRGRAND satisfies
lim
n→∞
1
n
logE(Dn) = min
(
ΛL(H1/2),1−R
)
.
With δ > 0, the complexity of SRGRANDAB, {1/n logDnAB}, satisfies a LDP with a convex rate function
ID-AB(d) =
{
IN
L
(d) if d ∈ [0,min(1−R,µLH)]
+∞ if d > min(1−R,µLH) (23)
and the expected number of guesses until SRGRANDAB terminates, {DnAB}, satisfies
lim
n→∞
1
n
logE(DnAB) = min
(
ΛL(H1/2),1−R,µH +δ
)
.
Proof. Consider the process {n−1 logDn}, following [2][Proposition 2], as f (g,u) = min(g,u) is a continuous function, by the
contraction principle it satisfies a LDP with rate-function ID(d) = inf{INL(g)+ IU (u) : min(g,u) = d}. If d > 1−R, ID(d) =∞
as IU (d) = ∞ for d > 1−R. Alternatively, if d ≤ 1−R,
ID(d) = min
(
IN
L
(d)+ inf
x≥d
IU (x), inf
x≥d
IN
L
(x)+ IU (d)
)
= min
(
IN
L
(d), inf
x≥d
IN
L
(x)+ IU (d)
)
as IU (x) is decreasing for x ∈ [0,1−R]. If R < 1−µLH, then we make the following geometric considerations
IN
L
(0) = inf
l
{
IL(l)+ lIN(0)
}
= inf
l
{
IL(l)+ lHmin
}≤ µLHmin,
where in the last inequality we have set l = µL. As min-entropy is less than Shannon entropy µLHmin ≤ µLH < 1−R and as
IN
L
is convex, IN
L
(d)≤ IU (d) for all d ∈ [0,H] while INL(d) is increasing on [H,1−R] and so ID(d) = INL(d) for d ∈ [0,1−R].
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To obtain the scaling result for E(Dn) we invert the transformation from the rate function ID to its Legendre-Fenchel
transform, the sCGF of the process {n−1 logDn} via Varadhan’s Theorem [69][Theorem 4.3.1]. In particular, note that, regardless
of whether ID is convex or not,
lim
n→∞
1
n
logE(Dn) = lim
n→∞
1
n
logE
(
|A|logDn
)
= sup
d∈R
{d− ID(d)}= min(ΛL(H1/2),1−R) .
For the complexity of SRGRANDAB, the final component of the minimum satisfies an LDP with a rate function{
0 if d = µ+δ
+∞ if d 6= µ+δ
and, again, as minimum is continuous by the contraction principle the LDP with a rate-function given in equation (23) and
the scaling of E(DnAB) follows from similar considerations.
Theorem 2 effectively says that in SRGRAND the algorithm terminates with the likelihood of identifying the true noise in
the channel, and so a correct decoding, so long as the number of queries made before identifying an element of the code-book
is less than |A|n(1−R−ε) for some ε > 0. If more queries are made than that, the ML decoding will be erroneous. The average
number of queries SRGRAND makes scales as the average number of queries to identify the true noise or the number of
queries until an erroneous identification, whichever is smaller. In this realization of SRGRANDAB, querying is abandoned for
noise sequences beyond the typical set of the average number of potentially noise impacted symbols, curtailing complexity,
but at no capacity cost.
VI. THEORETICAL EXAMPLE: SYMBOL RELIABILITY BINARY SYMMETRIC CHANNEL
We consider a setting in which it is possible to directly compare channels with and without knowledge of the symbol
reliability information vector Sn, the Symbol Reliability Binary Symmetric Channel (SR-BSC). We compare differences in
capacity and complexity, which is a feature of the noise-guessing approach, as well as error exponents, which is a property of
ML decoding no matter whether it is identified by the noise-guessing methodology or by brute force.
For the SR-BSC, we assume that each transmitted symbol is impacted independently by noise with probability pS(1) = q ∈
[0,1]. Code-book and noise symbols take values in a binary alphabet A = {0,1}, ⊕ is addition in F2, and thus 0 represents
the no-noise character. Given a symbol has been potentially noise-impacted, we have that the conditional probability that the
corresponding bit has been flipped is pN|S(1|1) = p∈ [0,1], pN|S(0|1) = 1− p and pN|S(0|0) = 1. From equation (7), the symbol
reliability channel’s capacity is
CSym. Reliability(q, p) = 1−qh2(p),
where h2(p) =−(1− p) log2(1− p)− p log2(p) is the binary Shannon entropy, The corresponding hard detection channel where
Sn is not observed is a Binary Symmetric Channel with probability P(N = 1) = P(N = 1|S = 1)P(S = 1) = pq and so the hard
decoding channel capacity is
CHard(q, p) = 1−h2(qp).
As h2 is concave, CSym. Reliability(q, p)≥CHard(q, p) for all q and p, and so the capacity of the channel with symbol reliability
information is necessarily higher. Depending on the parameterization, the symbol reliability channel’s capacity can be several
orders of magnitude larger than the hard detection capacity.
As the symbol reliability information is constructed of i.i.d. elements, the rate function governing the LDP for the proportion
of noise impacted symbols, {Ln/n} in Assumption 2, is the Kullback-Leibler divergence,
IL(l) =−(1− l) log2
(
1− l
1−q
)
− l log2
(
l
q
)
,
which has the corresponding sCGF
ΛL(α) = log2 (1−q+q2α) . (24)
The rate function for LDP of the rescaled guesswork {1/n log2 G(Nn1 )} in equation (6) is the Legendre-Fenchel transform,
IN(g) = supα
(
αg−ΛN(α)), of
ΛN(α) =

− log2 max(p,1− p) if α ≤−1
−p log2(p)− (1− p) log2(1− p) if α = 1
(1+α) log2
(
p1/(1+α)+(1− p)1/(1+α)
)
if α ∈ (−1,1)∪ (1,∞).
(25)
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Fig. 3. Block error exponent comparison between channels with and without symbol reliability information. For a selection of probabilities of noise impacting
a transmitted symbol, q, and conditional probabilities of a bit-flip given noise, p, chosen such that pq is constant and hence the symbol reliability and hard
detection channels are comparable, error exponents are plotted as a function of code-book rate R. In the left hand side plot pq = 0.05, and on the right
hand side pq = 0.01. Circles indicate Gallager’s critical rate. The lowest line has q = 1 and is the error exponent of the hard detection channel. Higher lines
correspond to different (q, p) combinations and have larger error exponents, meaning decoding errors are less likely.
From equation (10), the sCGF for the subordinated guesswork of true noise is ΛNL(α) = ΛL(ΛN(α)), where ΛL and ΛN are
given by equations (24) and (25) respectively. The exponent of the average complexity required to identify the true noise in
the symbol reliability channel is given by
lim
n→∞
1
n
log2 E
(
G
(
NL
n
1
))
= ΛN
L
(1) = ΛL(ΛN(1)) = log2
(
1−q+q22log2(p1/2+(1−p)1/2)
)
,
while for the hard detection channel it is
lim
n→∞
1
n
log2 E(G(N
n)) = 2log2
(
(qp)1/2+(1−qp)1/2
)
.
Armed with the sCGFs for the proportion of potentially noise impacted bits and for the rescaled logarithm of the guesswork
of potentially noise impacted bits, the asymptotic error exponent given in (17) is readily computable numerically. Recall that,
as a function of the code-book rate R, this is the exponent in the decay rate in the likelihood than an ML decoding is in error
as the block length increases.
While prefactors are not captured in that asymptotic analysis in Theorems 1 and 2, they allow the following approximations.
For error probabilities we employ
ML prob. of error≈ 2−nε(R) for R < 1−qh2(p),
which holds true regardless of whether it is identified by SRGRAND or brute force, where the expression for ε(R) can be
found in equation (17). For SRGRAND decoding, our measure of complexity is the average number of guesses per bit per
decoding:
ML ave. no. guesses / bit≈ 2
nmin(1−R,ΛL(H1/2))
n
For comparison, we define the complexity of the computation of the ML decoding in equation (3) by the method described
in [70] to be the number of conditional probabilities that must be computed per bit before rank ordering and determining the
most likely code-book element:
No. conditional prob. computations / bit =
2nmin(R,1−R)
n
.
Thus we are equating the work performed in one noise guess, which amounts to checking if a string is an element of the
code-book, with the computation of one conditional probability.
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Fig. 4. Approximate block error probability and complexity comparison between channels with and without symbol reliability information. For a selection of
probabilities of noise impacting a transmitted symbol, q, and conditional probabilities of a bit-flip given noise, p, chosen such that pq is constant and hence
the symbol reliability and hard detection channels are comparable. The left hand column shows results for n = 100, pq = 10−2 and a target block error of
10−2. In the upper plot, the horizontal dashed line is the target block error and approximate block error probabilities are shown as a function of code-book
rate, R, for a selection of (q, p) pairs. When q = 1, corresponding to the left-most line, these are results for the ML decoding of a hard detection channel.
The lower plot shows the approximate complexity in terms of the number of guesses per-bit that is made on average prior to identification of an element of
the code-book, which decreases as symbol reliability information is provided to the receiver even though the conditional probability of a bit-flip given noise
possibly occurred is increasing. The dashed black line gives the approximate complexity for the approach described in [70], Diamonds indicate the rate above
which the target block error rate would be exceeded, while the inflection point occurs at cut-off rate. The right hand column shows corresponding results,
but for n = 1000, pq = 10−4 and a target block error of 10−3. Note that the horizontal axes of the top two panels are curtailed at different places.
For two values of block size, n = 100 and n = 1000, and (q, p) pairs such that pq is constant and so comparable with the
hard detection channel, Fig. 4 plots the approximate error probabilities and complexity as a function of code-book rate. The
upper panels show the error probabilities with a target block error rate indicated by the dashed horizontal line. The provision
of symbol reliability information greatly improves the block error probability, even though in this comparison the conditional
probability of a bit flip given symbol reliability information increases as the symbol reliability probability decreases.
The lower two panels show the approximate complexity. The dashed line gives the approximate complexity for the approach
described in [70] of computing a conditional probability for every element of the code-book, which grows exponentially in the
code-book rate. By contrast, the complexity of the SRGRAND approach is initially flat, corresponding to the average number
of guesses until the true noise is identified. As the code-book rate increases, eventually the SRGRAND complexity drops as
encountering an erroneous element of the code-book clips the long guessing tail of true noise. The diamonds indicate the rate
above which the target block error rate would be violated. The provision of symbol reliability information can be seen to
dramatically improve the algorithm’s complexity.
VII. EMPIRICAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A distinctive aspect of the GRAND approach is that it can be used with any block code construction. While the theoretical
results provided in Section VI are for uniform-at-random code-books, in practice nearly all code-books are constructed as linear
in a finite field with k input bits and n coded bits. Associated with those codes is a check matrix Hn×n−k ∈ {0,1}n×n−k and
to test if a string, yn, is a member of the code-book a single matrix multiplication and comparison, Hn×n−k(yn)T ?= (0n−k)T ,
suffice, in the appropriate field. Here we compare the decoding performance of GRANDAB, SRGRANDAB for three types of
linear code in an SR-BSC channel.
When the unconditional bit flip probability is ε , we set the probability that a bit is marked as unreliable to be q=
√
ε and the
bit flip probability conditioned on unreliability to be p=
√
ε . For hard detection GRANDAB, putative noise strings are queried
in order of Hamming weight. Within each set of strings with the same Hamming weight, the ordering is arbitrary and we query
patterns in the order illustrated in Fig. 5, upper panel. For SRGRANDAB, we assume that the channel state is known and use
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Fig. 5. Performance evaluation with RM and RLC [128,99], rate 0.77, codes in an SR-BSC. Upper panel illustrates GRAND and SRGRAND guessing
order on an n = 7 code, where each column is a putative noise sequence with a dot indicating a 1, and sequences are queried in order from left to right.
Lower left panel gives BLER performance for majority logic decoding, GRANDAB and SRGRANDAB decoding of a RM code as well as GRANDAB and
SRGRANDAB decoding of RLCs. Lower right panel gives average number of code-book queries per bit per decoding for GRANDAB and SRGRANDAB.
the same search pattern, but confined to querying only bits for which the channel state was marked as unreliable for any given
communication. For GRANDAB, we set the abandonment threshold to check for up to four bit flips. For SRGRANDAB, we
allow the same number of code-book queries as GRANDAB before abandoning and reporting a decoding error.
RM codes, which only exist for some [n,k] pairs, are broadly used in wireless communications and have a well-established
hard detection decoder, majority logic decoding [71]. Fig. 5 reports Block Error Rates (BLER) as a function of the bit flip
probability ε for a rate 0.77, [128,99], RM code. As majority logic decoding is tailored to a BSC and is known to be accurate
in that setting, its performance is only slightly degraded from the ML BLER that GRANDAB provides. The provision of
reliability information to SRGRANDAB gives it a distinctive advantage, resulting in significantly enhanced BLER. The right
panel reports the average number of code-book queries per received bit that GRANDAB and SRGRANDAB make. As each
query solely requires a matrix multiplication by a sparse vector, for typical operating regimes targeting a BLER of 10−2 or
lower, the complexity requirements of GRANDAB and SRGRANDAB are modest.
Since the 1960s, RLCs have been known to be capacity-achieving if twinned with ML decoding [72] with the same error
exponents as those for uniform-at-random code-books [73]. Those results hinge on a proof that at high rates the average
random linear code construction is a good one. The lack of an efficient decoder that can accurately decode any linear, high-
rate code-book has meant, however, that this avenue is little explored. Here we consider the application of GRANDAB and
SRGRANDAB for decoding RLCs.
For any [n,k] pair we can construct systematic binary RLCs by making a random generator matrix
[
Ik×k|Ck×n−k], where
Ik×k is the identity matrix and the entries of the random check matrix Ck×n−k are independent Bernoulli 1/2 random variables.
To check if yn is a member of the code-book, one can test if ykCk×n−k ?= (yk+1, . . . ,yn), obviating the need for the receiver to
determine the associated check matrix. Consistently with theoretical results, in the empirical evaluation codes are re-randomized
after each use. In practice, that could be achieved by the sender and receiver sharing a seed for the random number generator
from which the check matrix is derived.
Fig. 5 also reports the BLER and complexity performance of GRANDAB and SRGRANDAB for [128,99] RLCs, so that
the results are directly comparable to those for RM codes. With hard detection ML decoding by GRANDAB, it can be
seen that RLCs slightly outperform RM codes, leading to better BLER and comparable decoding complexity. This result is
potentially surprising as the re-randomisation in the RLC would lead one to suspect that some codes are poor performers, but
is consistent with theory that says that randomly selected linear codes are typically good. The provision of symbol reliability
information changes matters and SRGRANDAB gets equally good performance from both RM and RLCs. The use of RLCs,
which necessitates the existence of a universal decoder, holds appeal as changing code-books may provide enhanced security,
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Fig. 6. Performance evaluation with BCH and RLC [127,106], rate 0.83, codes in an SR-BSC. Guessing order as in the upper panel of Fig. 5. Left panel
gives BLER performance for BM decoding, GRANDAB and SRGRANDAB decoding of a BCH code as well as GRANDAB and SRGRANDAB decoding
of RLCs. Right panel gives average number of code-book queries per bit per decoding for GRANDAB and SRGRANDAB.
and these results suggest there is nothing to be lost in terms of error performance in using them.
While RM codes only exist for n being a power of 2, BCH codes only exist for n being a power of 2 less one. BCH
codes, which were developed later than RM codes, are also broadly used and have their own well-established specific hard
detection decoder, BM decoding [71]. For a rate 0.83, BCH[127,106] Fig. 6 reports BLER as a function of ε , as well as
RLCs of the same rate. The results mirror those found for RM codes, where the dedicated hard detection decoder provides
similar performance to the universal GRANDAB and the provision of symbol reliability information leads SRGRANDAB to
significantly outperform both. As with RM codes, RLCs, which can only be efficiently decoded with the GRAND approach,
lead to similar block error rates as the BCH code with essentially identical complexity for both. The latter is not surprising
as the complexity of GRANDAB and SRGRANDAB is largely dominated by properties of the noise rather than those of the
code-book.
VIII. DISCUSSION
We have introduced SRGRAND and SRGRANDAB, by identifying how to expand the remit of two noise-centric capacity
achieving decoding algorithms, GRAND and GRANDAB, to a situation where symbol reliability information is available. By
using the symbol reliability information to mask symbols that are reliable and guessing noise only on unreliable symbols, these
algorithms can realize higher rates, with lower error probabilities, and less complexity.
All of the GRAND algorithms are suitable for use with any code-book so long as an efficient method exists to test a string’s
of symbols membership of the code-book. For linear codes, testing code-book membership requires only a matrix multiplication
over a finite field. For Polar Codes [74], which are linear, even more efficient mechanisms are available. A random code-book,
as employed in our formal proofs of capacity and complexity, can be stored in an A-ary tree, so that testing code-book
membership amounts to a tree search, which can be performed efficiently. Thus all these schemes are universally applicable
in the sense that their execution only depends on the structure of the noise rather than how the code-book was constructed.
Moreover, guesswork orders are known to be robust to mismatch [75], and so decoding precision should not be sensitive to
precision in the channel noise model.
We empirically assessed the performance of these algorithms when compared with the well established majority logic
decoding of RM codes and BM decoding of a BCH code. These code-book specific decoders provides similar block error
performance to an ML GRANDAB decoder in a BSC, but the provision of symbol reliability information to SRGRANDAB
results in substantially better performance.
As the algorithms are universal, they enable us to empirically consider decoding RLCs, which is little explored outside
of theory. Re-randomizing at each communication resulted in BLER performance comparable with the highly structured RM
and BCH codes of the same rate. This opens the possibility of using SRGRANDAB for the provision of security, based on
a principle to have the sender and receiver to use a distinct linear block-code drawn using a cryptographically secure random
number generator for each transmission. As the quality of individual code-books in any sequence will fluctuate, a natural
concern in the use of RLCs would be that block error performance would be diminished, but our simulation results instead
suggest that RLCs are typically good and overall performance is instead enhanced.
While we presented results for one SRGRANDAB abandonment rule that reduces average algorithmic complexity without
sacrificing channel capacity, others are possible and, indeed, can be used in combination. Here we mention two more. The first
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is a natural extension to the rule of abandoning guessing when coverage of the typical set for the average number of potentially
noise impacted symbols. In the symbol reliability model, the specific number of potentially noise-impacted symbols, Ln, for
each received transmission, Y n, is known to the algorithm and querying is abandoned after |A|Ln(H+δ ) guesses, which is enough
to cover the typical set for that length. Analysis of the impact of this rule on error exponents and complexity follows the same
line of argument as presented in the paper, though the resulting expressions are less elegant. A distinct alternative is to not
guess at all if too many symbols are reported to be potentially noise impacted; i.e. if Ln > n(µL+δ ). It is straight forward to
show this rule does not impact capacity, but an analysis of complexity, which would now be conditional on Ln ≤ n(µL +δ ),
would not follow readily from the large deviation arguments presented here. The analysis in this paper for codes of fixed length
could, however, be readily extended to decoding with symbol reliability information for variable length codes [76], [77] and
rateless codes.
While we consider soft information at the level of symbol reliability, all of the GRAND algorithms can themselves provide,
in addition to a decoding, soft information through the number of noise queries that were performed before a code-book element
was identified. A lower number of guesses corresponds to a higher likelihood of correct decoding. Such soft information can be
of use, for example, for component codes in a concatenated code or Turbo code [78], [79], [80], [81]. Thus one may envisage
using the information on decoding reliability of SRGRAND and SRGRANDAB in a manner akin to the reliability information
provided by the Soft-Output Viterbi Algorithm [78], [79], [82], [80], [83], by the operation of Turbo decoding [81], [84], [85],
[86], [87], [88], by the syndrome information used in Ordered Statistics Decoding (OSD) [89], [90], [91], or other soft-input,
soft-output schemes [92], [93], [77], [94]. In general, we can envisage in future work systems that meld equalization and
decoding as in [95], [96] or soft information originating from other decoding processes, [97], [98], [99], [100], [101].
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